A comparison of self-selectivity corrections in economic evaluations and outcomes research.
Two alternative selectivity correction methods have been widely applied in the health economics literature: the sample selection model (SSM) and the multipart model (MPM). The difference between these two approaches results from their initial assumptions about the distribution of error terms. Because the distributional assumptions cannot be theoretically verified, the usefulness of the methods can only be evaluated by real world comparison. This article reviews and empirically tests the two alternative selectivity correction methods to give a reality-based evaluation. Using a randomized sample of patients as the "gold standard," the SSM and MPM are applied to a nonrandomized sample of patients with an identical set of dependent and independent variables. By comparing the actual estimates of the two methods, we evaluate the robustness of the two approaches. The results show that neither method is empirically robust in replicating the results of the randomized trial. There is no consistent pattern in the coefficients from either selectivity-correction method for replicating the coefficients in the randomized sample. Researchers should be cautious in applying these correction methods, and any conclusions based on these approaches may need to be qualified.